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Love & Hip Hop: Miami

10 x 60'

EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. Welcome to Miami

Trick Daddy and Trina reunite for a long-awaited album. Amara La Negra has big dreams of
crossing over into the American music market. Gunplay is back in Miami, ready to face the
demons from his past. Boy band sensation, Pretty Ricky, has reunited.

2. Forbidden Fruit

Trick's estranged wife, Joy, comes looking for closure while Gunplay reconnects with an old flame.
Veronica Vega and Steph Lecor seek out Young Hollywood to give Amara the apology she
deserves.

3. Hey Stranger

Veronica brings a surprise guest to meet with Amara and Prince's nightlife takeover hits a snag.
Jojo deals with family turmoil while Bobby and Jeffrey work on their relationship.

4. Fashion Victims

Jeffrey and Malik take their affair to the next level while Keyara gets payback on Gunplay. Liz and
Prince fall out, and Shay faces off with Gabby.

5. Good Hair

Amara claps back at her haters. Prince seeks revenge. Pleasure P faces the music with Gabby
and Shay. Malik takes the next step in his relationship with Jeffrey, but an unexpected pop-up
derails his plans.

6. Saints & Sinners

Bobby and Malik vie for Jeffrey's love. Veronica airs out her grievances with Jojo. Trina gets in the
middle of Joy and Trick Daddy's divorce, and a sudden loss leads Gunplay into a downward spiral.
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7. I'm Done

Amara receives career help from an unlikely source. Veronica defends herself and her music.
Trick Daddy celebrates a marriage that isn't over, while Joy takes her divorce into her own hands.

8. Real Talk

Keyara struggles to cope, while Gunplay grapples with his recent life choices. Trina and Joy
double date. Jojo's family drama reaches a fever pitch. Veronica and Amara's former friendship
ends in flames.

9. Crossroads

Bobby's comments causes a rift in his relationship with Trina. Scrappy and Shay question each
other's loyalty. Prince crashes Michelle Pooch's event. Malik and Jeffrey come to a crossroads in
their relationship.

10. TNT

Trick and Trina throw a backyard barbeque. Keyara leaves Gunplay with an ultimatum. A final face
off between Amara and Veronica leaves Young Hollywood and Steph Lecor choosing sides. Malik
and Bobby have a long overdue exchange.


